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Company Profile

Shandong Tengkun Environmental Technology Co., Ltd is

located in the foot of “ the first of the five sacred

mountains ”-Maintain Tai, and the Beijing Shanghai high-speed

adjacent, and is also be situated the provincial Development Zone

--- Xiaoxie open economic zone of Xintai, Tai’an, the traffic is very

convenient. The company specializing in the production of mailing

bags, T shirt bags, garbage bags and ziplock bags, ect.

We have exported to many countries, American, Australia,

the United Kingdom and so on. We has been established in line

with “ Seizing on Quality, and Building up Image of Famous Brand ”

spirit of enterprise, adhering to the business philosophy “ honest

and trust, get the same benefit ”. Let customer satisfaction is the

goal of all our work, we are willing with everywhere friends sincere

cooperation, create brilliant.
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Factory Show

Certificates
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Production Process
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Biodegradable plastic bag

Vest bag Flat bag

The difference between the two degradation materials:

EPI/D2W Corn starch

Degradation products C2O, H2O C2O, H2O

Start degradation time 9 months 3 months

Degradation
completion time

1-2 years 6-9 months

Price Low High

★ Size: Any size avaliable

★ Thickness: 15 mic at least

★ Printing: as request

★ Vest bag, flat bag, star seal bags
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T shirt bag

White bag Printed bag

Full printing bag Colored bag

Striped bag

★ 100% Virgin material

★ Size,color,print customized

★ An ideal package product for

various goods

★ Supermarket shopping applic
Striped bag
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Mailing bag

White bag Red bag

Black bag Green bag

Grey bag

★ Thickness:50-140 microns

★ 100% Virgin material

★ An ideal package product for

various goods

★ Express package
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Garbage bag

Black bag Red bag

Gold bag White bag

Printed bag

★ Any size and color is avaliable

★ Can be biodegradable

★ An ideal package product for

various goods

★ Used in Kitchen,living room,ect
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Ziplock bag

Clear bag Printed bag

Red bag Digging bag

★ Thickness:30 mic---150mic

★ 100% Virgin material

★ An ideal package product for various good

★ Food,medicine,jewelry package
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Corporate Philosophy

Excellence

Since majority of our products are used in food,medical related
fileds.Tengkun understands the importance of quality.Therefore we have one
of most strict quality control processes and strict manangment to ensure that
all products manufactured in our company meet the RoHS and FDA standards.

Integrity

Trust between partners is achieved through transparency.Our workers strive
to ensure that all information given to our customers are accurate.

Co-Prosperity

Success of our partners leads to our success.At Tengkun,we work to ensure
that our partners triumph within their respective markets by always supporting
their requirements.


